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THE AFRICAN WAY

There’s no fair way to choose a new guest for any emergency housing situation in Denver. 
Some places hold a lottery, some have waiting lists, some take only referrals. At our old house, we 
received the next person or family who called after 9 a.m. on the day the room was ready. There were 
often stratagems on the part of folks desperately in need of housing (like calling at 8:58), always folks 
who had more necessary information or resources (like telephones) than others, and many would say 
there was a large element of luck. Anna has always believed that each new guest was the particular 
person God meant us to receive.

We decided early on to limit the service of our new house to immigrant and refugee families. 
Just as the house was finally ready to receive its first new guests, in June of 2019, a phone call came in 
from an agency assisting refugees to ask if we might have a place for a father and son from the Congo 
who had just arrived in Denver in urgent need of housing. Voila! We thanked God, sure that this was 
the perfect family for us. And, indeed, they’ve continued to be a Godsend.

In February of 2021, the Denver City Council finally approved a new zoning definition of 
“household” that will allow us to fill our house without a permit. We have room for eight people total, 
including Ben and Michelle, if we use the large bedroom for a four-person family and the next smaller 
one for either a couple or a single parent with a small child. But Fally and William are in the large 
bedroom, since William is by no means a small child – already, as he approaches his 14th birthday, 
he’s nearly as tall as his father – so we were happy enough to be able to receive two. It had been 
hurting our hearts to keep a bedroom empty when so many people have to no indoor place to stay.

We waited for COVID to loosen up enough that receiving people felt reasonably safe, then 
began contacting refugee advocacy agencies. Over the next several months, every promising 
possibility sooner or later petered out, first among two-person refugee families (the only one referred 



to us ended up moving directly to a live-in job), then among single refugees, and finally among non-
refugee couples on the street, whom we turned to knowing that no other emergency housing situation 
in Denver has space where a couple can sleep together. The first couple we received left immediately, 
and the second after two months with us. In mid-September, we again had an empty bedroom.

   Within the week, Fally received a call from refugees 
newly arrived in Texas, to tell him Immigration would release 
them to seek asylum in the U.S. if they had an address to go to. 
We had earlier decided we couldn’t sponsor an asylum-seeker 
– taking responsibility for things like case management and 
legal fees – but we had an empty bedroom. This was a three-
person family, two parents with a small child, but knowing the 
urgency of their need, how could we say no? And we’re truly 
convinced that this, again, is a perfect family for us. They’re all
lovely people, and the almost-four-year-old girl is a delight. 
They have practically no English, but they’re Congolese. They 
have natural community with Fally, who can translate for them,
show them the way around Denver and the asylum process, and
enjoy African food, culture and conversation with them.

A few days before their initial appointment with Immigration in Denver, Fally asked me if the 
agency that first received him here could now help them to prepare for the appointment. I called Mary, 
the woman who’d introduced him to us two years ago, and left a message. Not hearing back, i checked 
the website, called the agency’s main number, and was told they no longer have staff to help anyone 
seeking asylum, only those whose applications have been approved; they sent me a list of lawyers who 
might take an asylum case pro bono. I explained all this to Fally.

But Fally is African. Computers and telephones are not the way to accomplish anything 
important. You have to go in person. He insisted. He’s working full-time and couldn’t go himself, but 
this agency is within walking distance: i could take Julian there. Okay, i could. I had time. I was quite 
sure it would be useless, but i was willing to do it for Fally.

When we got there the next morning around 10:00, the building was closed and locked. There 
was a sign beside the door explaining that the agency is working only remotely now. There were some 
phone numbers we could call. I was getting out a pen to write them down – when Mary walked up to 
us, arriving for work. She unlocked the door, ushered us in, and spent the next two hours providing all 
the preparation counseling Julian needed. Julian speaks Lingala, French and Portuguese. Mary speaks 
English and Spanish – and, well, enough French to get by. Voila!

To me, it’s all a minor miracle. It turned out that one of the things Julian had to have before he 
reported to Immigration was an appointment with a lawyer. How do we go about choosing a lawyer? 
Mary recommended a firm which she’s quite sure will take the case pro bono, and i made the 
appointment as soon as i got home. Julian has to have an interpreter there, and Mary connected him 
with a volunteer who speaks, Lingala, French and English and who also seems to be taking on the 
family’s case management. She’s already provided transportation to the Immigration appointment and 
is helping the family get clothing. Thanks be to God. Even things we didn’t know to ask for are being 
provided.

– Jennifer
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Our little CW family: Fally, William, Jennifer, Anna, Ben, Ana, Asenate, Juliano.
Michelle is behind the camera.

FULL REPARATION

Recently I was trying to get in direct communication with Angela Davis in order to talk with 
her about the possibility of a ten-year anniversary event of her public conversation with Vincent 
Harding arranged by the Loretto Community in 2012. Ultimately, I was connected with what seemed 
to be her agent and was able to learn that her going fee for such events was between $30,000 and 
50,000. I thought to myself that one might consider that reparation. I had been taking a class on 
reparation and knew that full reparation would be something far beyond that and that it would involve 
changing the structures and systems which continue to enslave people. And, of course, now reparations
work includes Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians and others we have not yet specified. Our course 
director says, “In this new movement of mass protest against police violence, anti-Black racism, and 
white supremacy, we will settle for nothing less than total transformation.” (David Ragland, June 16, 
2020)

I am learning that full reparation means something like wealth equity, health equity, housing 
equity, food equity and education equity, to mention a few things. It would mean changing policing 
situations to holding real concerns for all people’s safety. It would also mean responding in prompt and
effective ways to reports of abuse. And, of course, it would mean reducing or eliminating the 
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incarceration of so many people of color because we have come to understand that many people end up
in jail because they are hungry or angry due to the lives they have been forced to live.

What do we know about the history of slavery or land acquisition in our country? Why is it that
there is some vehement opposition to teaching the history of the1619 television series? What kind of 
equity has existed for Native Americans who roamed the land, honored it and prayed to the Great 
Spirit? What is our history related to our treatment of refugees fleeing desperate situations in their 
homelands? Who has been rejected and who has been accepted and why?

Do we have some responsibility to tend to the future of our planet? So far our culture and 
society in the U.S. have chosen reckless growth over responsible care. Corporate interests control our 
political and economic systems in a way that focuses primarily on profits, and, to some extent, we are 
complicit.

It is my opinion that those of us who have benefited from the enslavement of others have some 
obligation to engage in the reparation movement. Here are a couple of examples of things being done:

1. Hudson River Presbytery transferred the title of the former Stony Point Church and all its 
property to the newly-created Sweetwater Cultural Center “to promote the education, health and 
welfare of indigenous or native peoples and to preserve their cultures and ceremonial practices 
locally, regionally, and around the Western Hemisphere.”

2. As reported by Virginia’s Legislative Information
System, 2021 Session:

Five public colleges in Virginia with ties to slavery may
be forced to pay reparations under legislation that passed
Thursday in the Virginia House of Delegates. The schools,
which were built before 1865 and maintained by slaves,
include the University of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Virginia Military Institute, the College of William
& Mary and Longwood University.

“This is an opportunity for these universities to give
back,” said Democratic Del. David Reid, the Loudoun County
representative who is pushing for the legislation. “They owe
their foundational success to the enslaved labor who helped
build and run the institutions in their early days.”

Reid’s bill would require the schools to pay reparations
by either creating a community-based grant program or by
offering scholarships to the descendants of slaves.
“Individuals or specific communities with a demonstrated historic connection to slavery” would 
qualify for the benefits, according to the legislation. The schools would need, to the extent possible, 
to work with the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia to identify all the enslaved people 
who labored on their properties.

It would take effect in the 2022-2023 academic year.
“I believe that some of the individuals who are descendants of the people who helped establish 

these universities would benefit,” said Reid.
The schools would not be allowed to pay for the reparations using state funding or any tuition 

or fee increases. Reid suggested that they use their endowments as funding. “I’m leaving it up to the
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universities to determine how they fund this,” he said. “They actually have endowments that range 
from $71 million to $9.6 billion.”

The country has been discussing reparations in one way or another since slavery officially 
ended in 1865.

I know this is sounding like a rant, but these are the things I think about constantly. I want to be
engaged in things that matter – things that matter to people and other living species all over the world. 
I want to see the kind of changes that bring hope and energy, to be a part of the exciting world we can 
create. One time a friend accused me of always complaining, and I said that I was not interested in 
complaints but in change. So thank you for reading this and joining me in whatever part of this 
movement that you can.

The Grassroots Campaign for Reparations will be offering the course I took again. Maybe some
of you would like to take it. I think you could get in touch with the campaign if you care to.

You soothe my soul. – Anna

HOMELESSNESS, DRUGS AND HOUSING

In doing the homeless civil rights work it never ceases to amaze me just how misinformed the 
general public is. If you were to ask a random person what the number one cause of homelessness is, 
they would likely say drugs and alcohol.

Actual reported data tells us that the primary cause of homelessness is lack of affordable 
housing. According to the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty, the next four are, in 
order: unemployment, poverty, mental illness and substance abuse.

In Denver two of the largest emergency shelters are the Denver Rescue Mission and the 
Salvation Army. Both of these organizations focus on drug and alcohol recovery programs. They may 
be good options for folks who are struggling with drug and alcohol issues, but for many others who do 
not have those issues they do not appropriately address needs.

Drug dealers sell to anyone they can get to buy: Businessmen, passersby, students, media types,
musicians, shopkeepers, executives, elected officials and more. Our society’s usage of illicit drugs has 
been a problem for decades, and it is nothing new that illicit networks are involved in the distribution 
of these drugs.

The homeless community is often the victim of these dealers hiding in plain sight to sell to the 
long list above. They are in it for the money. You know who does not have money? Our homeless. 
Housing our homeless would eliminate the cover these dealers use to sell to people who actually have 
money to buy the stuff.

A call out to our business communities to build housing, specifically budget housing, would be 
a great shared community option. It is obvious that, for the last 35 years, our national government no 
longer has the will to house those in need. Our current situation can be strongly correlated to the cost 
of the last tax cut for the wealthy in our nation, sucking our available resources. The problems from 
that lack of resources are spilling out on the sidewalks all across our country.

– Ben
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FALL: THE TALK OF LOVE!! (under the bridge of love, the worm falls in love with the fish)

– Michelle
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ALLEGORY
[Think about COVID … and think about getting disconnected and having to make a journey to 

get reconnected back without guarantees ...]

This year’s winter, while not exceptionally harsh, had been exceptionally long. Winter should 
have released its grip more than a month ago. While not tight, winter’s grip refused to release. Nothing
would be capable of growing and becoming edible for weeks yet to come. Rationing his food had kept 
him alive, but the rations were not intended to last this long. Smaller and smaller portions did he eat, 
hoping what he had would outlast the winter. It was still not safe to forage for additional food.

Famished predators aggressively wandered the land, willing to take great chances in finding 
something to fill their stomachs with. His strength, weakened from lack of food, would leave him 
especially vulnerable to an aggressive attack.

This year, he thought, maybe this year he would find others. It had been 13 years since the 
calamity. Or was it 14? They all ran into each other, isolation and loneliness distorting awareness of 
the passage of time. The calendar he kept was accurate for the last 7 years, but why did he neglect 
keeping better records earlier on? Was it Wednesday today? Was it Thursday? Who knew? It has got to
be May. Got to be MAY. Winter has to end, and spring has to come. Did I get the leap year right? 
Does it matter? As long as I put one in every 4 years regularly, I should be able to track the seasons as 
the years pass. Is May right? It’s got to be May!

I miss people. I miss meeting them. I miss returning to them and getting to know them better. If
I should find any, how will I approach them? Will I find a single
person or a whole village? Will the language they use be recognizable
to me? Will I be received as a lost loved one or as a threat? Let me
check my maps.

Let’s see … I have been there 3 years in a row, and no one to
be found. I have not been there for 2 years. Should I check again? No
… I must look elsewhere. Everywhere I go in the future needs to be
completely new, new land, new territory. The places I know are
empty. I have avoided the hills. All the rivers that I have crossed
seem to make their way there. Perhaps they join, and by following
the river I can find a coast. With the rising seas of the calamity, I took
to the inland for safety. Perhaps I was wrong.

Perhaps to find the people I must find the sea. But first I must
make it to the end of winter. All the plans mean nothing if I do not
survive to follow them.

– Ben

“ALL WE NEED FOR THE JOURNEY” 

Today the atmosphere is very heavy. Rain threatens. So often one is overcome with a tragic 
sense of the meaninglessness of our lives – patience, patience, and the very word means suffering …

One must keep on reassuring oneself of these things. And repeat acts of faith. Lord, I believe, 
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help my unbelief. We are placed here; why? To know him and so love him, serve him by serving 
others, and so attain to eternal life and joy, understanding, etc. …

We know how powerless we are, all of us, against the power of wealth and government and 
industry and science. The powers of this world are overwhelming. Yet it is hoping against hope, and 
believing in spite of unbelief, crying by prayer and by sacrifice, daily, small, constant sacrificing of 
one’s own comfort and cravings – these are the things that count.

And old as I am, I see how little I have done, how little I have accomplished along these lines.
One time I was traveling and far from home and lonely, and I awoke in the night almost on the 

verge of weeping with a sense of futility, of being unloved and unwanted. And suddenly the thought 
came to me of my importance as a daughter of God, daughter of a king, and I felt a sureness of God’s 
love and at the same time a conviction that one of the greatest injustices, if one can put it that way, 
which one can do to God is to distrust his love, not realize his love. God so loved me that he gave his 
only begotten son. If a mother will forget her children, never will I forget you. Such tenderness. And 
with such complete ingratitude we forget the Father and his love!

– Dorothy Day [from The Reckless Way of Love: Notes on Following 
Jesus, 2017, Plough Publishing House]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
If you’d like to receive this newsletter by email, please let us know at

denvercatholicworker@gmail.com

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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